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Abstract 
In this paper we discuss a framework for capacity planning and lead time management i  manufacturing companies, 
with an emphasis on the machine shop. First we show how queueing models can be used to find approximations of the 
mean and the variance of manufacturing shop lead times. These quantities often serve as a basis to set a fixed planned 
lead time in an MRP-controlled environment. A major drawback of a fixed planned lead time is the ignorance of the 
correlation between actual work loads and the lead times that can be realized under a limited capacity flexibility. To 
overcome this problem, we develop a method that determines the earliest possible completion time of an~y arriving job, 
without sacrificing the delivery performance ofany other job in the shop. This earliest completion time is then taken to be 
the delivery date and thereby determines a workload-dependent planned lead time. We compare this capacity planning 
procedure with a fixed planned lead time approach (as in MRP), with a procedure inwhich lead times are estimated based 
on the amount of work in the shop, and with a workload-oriented release procedure. Numerical experiments so far show 
an excellent performance of the capacity planning procedure. 
Keywords: Queueing network; Job shop; Scheduling; Due dates 
1. Introduction 
Many manufacturing companies have adopted 
Materials Requirements Planning (MRPI)  as 
a means for production control and materials co- 
ordination. The basic planning procedure starts 
from a Master Production Schedule (MPS) which 
contains the planned production quantities of end- 
products (MPS items) for a certain planning 
horizon. It then uses the manufacturing Bill of 
Materials (product structure) to calculate the time- 
phased needs of subassemblies, parts and raw ma- 
terials. Fixed off-set lead times are used to perform 
* Corresponding author. 
the time-phasing, i.e. to determine when exactly to 
start each phase. At each phase production quantit- 
ies are principally determined by the demand for 
MPS items multiplied by an explosion factor. 
These quantities may be adjusted ue to lot sizing 
and inventory considerations (netting), see e.g. Ref. 
El]. 
The basic question however is: What is a satisfac- 
tory and realistic MPS? To answer this question 
one has to consider the planning problem from 
two angles: the demand point of view and the 
capacity point of view. Clearly, in a make-to-order 
company the MPS should reflect customer orders 
and in a make-to-stock company it should reflect 
anticipated emand. On the other hand, it should 
match the available capacity in the subsequent 
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departments. The available capacity obviously 
restricts the production quantities, although capa- 
city may be somewhat flexible due to overtime 
work and possibilities for subcontracting. 
Unfortunately, MRP I does not consider capa- 
city at all, while the initial promises of the more 
extensive Manufacturing Resource Planning (MRP 
II) system (cf. Ref. [1]) are not fulfilled. The Rough 
Cut Capacity Planning (RCCP) module of MRP II 
concerns only the long-term capacity availability 
on a high aggregation level while Capacity Re- 
quirements Planning (CRP) performs just a check 
on the amount of capacity needed. In case of a mis- 
match between available and required capacity it is 
left to the planner to adjust he MPS. The tempor- 
ary alteration of lot sizes offers another possibility, 
but the difficulties in doing this in the formal system 
forces a planner to rely on informal procedures, 
thereby undermining the data accuracy of the MRP 
system. 
The basic drawback of the MRP philosophy is 
the decoupling of the time-phasing procedure (us- 
ing prefixed off-set lead times) and the time-depen- 
dent work load in each department. Work-load 
independent lead times are best justified in a mater- 
ials procurement phase and in an assembly phase. 
In an assembly phase, the simplicity of product 
routings usually allows for a simple input output 
control procedure while the amount of available 
capacity is often easily adjusted. In a parts manu- 
facturing shop, however, where products follow 
very diverse routings and capacity primarily refers 
to machine tool capacity, actual manufacturing lead 
times are highly dependent on actual work loads, lot 
sizes, shop order release procedures, etc. (see e.g. Ref. 
[2]). Typically, parts represented at one level of 
a Bill of Materials in an MRP system have to 
undergo a sequence of operations on different ma- 
chines in a fabrication department. A major part of 
the total lead time is caused by delays due to the 
interference of different products and batching of 
similar products to avoid too many setups. The 
average delays of the jobs currently present in the 
shop depend on the current work load. The earlier 
completion time of some job can be pursued by 
using sophisticated shopfloor scheduling proced- 
ures, but unfortunately almost always at the cost of 
some other jobs. 
In other words: actual job lead times in a manu- 
facturing system can be influenced in many ways, 
but the impact of the actual work load is clearly 
dominant. This explains why work-load control 
rules [3] or work-load-oriented release rules [4] 
have become popular in some companies. Work- 
load control aims at reducing both the average 
shoptime and its variability by releasing orders only 
when the work load on the relevant machines does 
not exceed a certain limit. However, the overall ead 
times of jobs may still vary significantly dependent 
on the shop work load. The problem is only shifted 
because a job is now waiting in front of the shop, 
instead of within the shop, if some bottleneck cannot 
handle it in time (a similar procedure is advocated 
in OPT, see Ref. [5]). Although this definitely en- 
hances transparency on the shopfloor it does not 
really solve any problem (on the contrary, it in- 
creases overall ead times). 
Fixed lead times can only be maintained by in- 
fluencing either the required or the available capa- 
city. Order acceptance procedures based on actual 
work load information (with the option to refuse 
orders when the load is too high or to negotiate 
longer lead times) offer a natural way to influence 
demand but are useless if no accurate work load 
information is available. Indeed, another possibility 
is demand smoothing by production to stock but 
this is only realistic for relatively standard (i.e. non- 
customized) items. Altering process plans to shift 
work from bottleneck to non-bottleneck machines 
offers a third, technical, possibility (see e.g. Ref. [6]) 
but this requires extremely sophisticated process 
planning systems not available to date. Adapting 
the available capacity may be possible by working 
in overtime or by using subcontractors temporar- 
ily. If none of the above options offers a sufficiently 
effective solution, one is left with developing 
a plannin9 system which uses work-load-dependent 
lead times as a starting point. Such a planning 
system should result in a better delivery date per- 
formance than planning systems which ignore the 
influence of the work load or planning systems 
which hide any variability in the lead times by 
defining planned lead times which are much longer 
than necessary (as MRP does, see Ref. [2]). 
This paper aims at developing a manufacturing 
planning and control framework taking into 
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account he above observed phenomena. The sys- 
tem should at any time predict realistic lead times 
and thereby realistic delivery dates but at the same 
time allow these lead times to depend on the cur- 
rent work load. This clearly contrasts with actual 
MRP practice and requires a thorough integration 
of capacity planning and lead time management. In 
Section 2 we apply queueing network techniques to 
determine the mean and the variance of the lead 
times as a function of lot sizes, product mix and 
estimated annual production volumes. In addition, 
it is shown how to calculate the average work load 
for each machine (group) in the shop. These quant- 
ities may serve as a basis for determining fixed 
planned lead times or a work-load-oriented release 
procedure, respectively. However, when the work 
load is high, neither fixed lead times nor work load 
control procedures guarantee the timely comple- 
tion of all orders. Therefore, a capacity planning 
procedure, based on aggregate scheduling tech- 
niques (cf. Section 3) will be developed. Basically, 
this procedure determines the earliest possible com- 
pletion time of an order, under the condition that 
all jobs present in the shop are still completed in 
time. This earliest completion time is then defined 
as the job's delivery date and determines the ulti- 
mate phmned lead time (cf. Section 4). In Section 5, 
we compare the capacity planning procedure with 
a fixed lead time approach, a work load control 
rule and a procedure which estimates completion 
times based on actual work loads on each machine. 
In Section 6 we conclude the paper and discuss 
future research. 
2. Determining the lead time and work load 
characteristics with queueing models 
In this section we briefly discuss how job shops 
can bc modeled by queueing networks. By using 
queueing network theory we find approximations 
for the mean and variance of the lead times and for 
the mean of the work load in the shop. Required 
input parameters are the shop configuration 
and job characteristics such as routings, pro- 
cessing times, setup times and lot sizes. Part of the 
analysis is based on the framework developed by 
Karmarkar [2] and Karmarkar et al. [7]. These 
authors basically treat each service station in the 
network as an MIG[1 queue with multiple part 
types. The application of the Pollaczek Khintchine 
formulas and their extension to multiple part types 
then immediately ields the desired results per 
workstation. The overall ead times follow directly 
by combining the results per workstation. 
It should be emphasized that modeling a job 
shop as a network of MIGL1 workstations is not 
exact. Arrival streams at a workstation are super- 
positions of departure streams from the other 
stations and an external arrival stream. Since the 
departure streams at the MIGl l  stations are not 
Poisson, the arrival streams cannot be Poisson 
either. Still we believe that the framework serves as 
a useful modeling tool to estimate the desired 
quantities. 
Consider a job shop with multiple part types 
t7 (h = 1 . . . . .  H) and a part-type-dependent deter- 
ministic routing for each part. Let D °" denote the 
demand rate of part type h. Let each job represent 
a batch of one part type, with part-type-dependent 
deterministic lot size Q~h). Assume that each batch 
is completely processed at one station before any 
part of it is transferred to the next station. Define 
the indicator function filhk ), which fixes the part- 
type-dependent routings, as follows: 
1 if the kth operation of part h is 
(,~ (h) 
~k = performed on station i. ( 1 ) 
!0 otherwise. 
Assume that no parts are scrapped. For the arrival 
rate 2}~ 1of batches of part h at station j for their kth 
operation ~ve then find 
,~lh~ _ DIh)(~,h~ 
-jk - ~  ,k. 12) 
Let a}~' be the deterministic processing time per 
part required for the kth operation of part h at 
stationj and let r}~ I denote the corresponding deter- 
ministic setup time. For the batch processing time 
p(h) corresponding to the kth operation of an order jk , 
of parts of type h at station j, we then have 
p(h) .(h) o(h)r,{h) (3) 
ik = Ljk @ ~ c'jk" 
The nth moment (ne~)  of the part type and 
operation-independent batch processing time ~(pj)" 
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at station j can be found by conditioning on the 
part type and the operation 
~-(Pi)" = ~ Pr(kth operation of part type h)' Wik~"(h)~'J 
hk 
= ~ ~ Wik J 
,, ~ I~jk 
hk 
~(h) 
2i Wjk J , (4) 
where 2j denotes the total part type and operation- 
independent arrival rate at station j. The average 
work load pj at station j now satisfies 
fir = )~i~-Pi 
:(h) 
~hk "~Jk ~(h) = ; i  (5) 
E ] (h). (h) • "~jk IJjk . 
hk 
Assuming Poisson arrival processes at each sta- 
tion, the Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (cf. Ref. [-8, 
p. 190]) yields the following expression for the 
mean waiting time in queue F-Wj at station j: 
).iE(pi) 2 
EWj - 2(1 - p) 
= hk (6) 
](h)~(h)~ 
E3 (h)(~(h)~2 "~jk I,Fjk 1 
hk 
= 2//1 _ V :(h).(.h)'~" \ 
The mean lead time Uz~"(h)~ik corresponding to the kth 
operation of part type h at station j is now given by 
~,v(h) ~W i+ (h) --ik = Pig, (7) 
leading to the following result for the mean shop 
manufacturing lead time ET (h) of an order of part 
type h: 
y_Tth) = ~.~(h) fisT(h) ,,;k ~--ik. (8) 
jk 
These results can be refined considerably by using 
more sophisticated approximations for queueing 
networks. For instance, it is possible to model each 
node as a GI]GI1 station or in case of parallel 
machines, as a GI[GJc station and next use two- 
moment approximations to obtain more accurate 
formulas for the mean waiting time in queue (see 
e.g. Refs. [-9, 10] and [ l l ,  Ch. 7]). Bitran and 
Tirupati [12] show that the restriction to jobs with 
deterministic routings may lead to more accurate 
approximations than those derived by Whitt. All 
these results have been implemented in the software 
package MPX by Suri et al. (see e.g. Ref. [13]). 
To calculate the variance of the shop lead time 
per part type, we first determine the second mo- 
ment of the waiting time of a batch of part type h. 
Applying the second moment version of the 
Pollaczek-Khintchine formula (cf. Ref. [8, p. 201]) 
yields 
2~ (h)t.(h)~ 3 "'jk tFjk l 
E(W 2) = 2(EWj)2 + hk (9) 
3(1 - pj) ' 
from which we immediately deduce the variance of 
the waiting time Var(Wi) by 
Var(Wi) = E(W}) - (EWi) 2 . (10) 
Recall that the batch processing time is fixed and 
assume that the lead times at different stations are 
mutually independent. We then find the overall 
lead time variance for a batch of part type h from 
Var(T (h)) = ~SJ~ ) Var(W~). (11) 
jk 
The assumption that the lead times at the different 
stations are mutually independent is fulfilled in 
product-form networks and may yield reasonable 
approximations in more general networks. Other 
approximations can be found in Ref. [-11]. 
Finally, let r(h) ~;k denote the mean number of 
batches of part h in queue or in process at work- 
stationj for their kth operation. From Little's law it 
follows that 
L(h) ~, (h) ~:'r(h) ik = "~ik "-'ik, (12) 
from which we may derive an approximation for 
the average work in the shop E Vj that has to be 
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processed at station j: 
n>k hk ic j  \n>k / 
(13) 
The first term of this expression refers to the jobs 
currently present at station j (in queue or in pro- 
cess) and includes both current and future opera- 
tions. The second term refers to jobs currently 
present at other stations, which may still have to 
visit station j (possibly more than once). Also, the 
expression slightly overestimates the amount of 
work in the shop by assuming that a job currently 
in process at a machine will be present for its full 
(instead of its remaining) processing time. The latter 
inaccuracy can be corrected, but for our purposes 
the present expression is sufficient. 
The expressions derived in this section are usu- 
ally used for performance valuation purposes. 
Here they will serve to determine fixed planned lead 
times and to estimate work-load-dependent plan- 
ned lead times in Section 4. In the next two sections, 
a capacity planning procedure is developed which 
yields individual planned lead times for each batch, 
based on the actual work load. The underlying 
scheduling procedure will be outlined in Section 3. 
In Section 5 we numerically compare the capacity 
planning procedure with the global planning pro- 
cedures based on the results in this section. 
3. A decomposition-based scheduling approach 
In this section we outline a job shop scheduling 
algorithm, which is based on an iterative decompo- 
sition of the job shop. This algorithm is known as 
the Shifting Bottleneck method (SBM) and was 
initially developed by Adams et al. [14], albeit in 
a slightly different version. Consider the job shop 
introduced in Section 2. Suppose that at time 0 we 
face the problem of scheduling N given jobs. Each 
job represents a batch of parts of one type only. If 
the job concerns part type h (h = 1 .. . . .  H) then the 
processing time of its kth operation, to be per- 
formed on workstation j, is given by Eq. (3). 
in particular, each job will be processed at each 
workstation without any interruption (non-preem- 
ptive scheduling) while its setup time is included in 
the processing time. Since in this section we deal 
with a static scheduling problem, we will not refer to 
the part type any longer. Instead, we simply num- 
ber the jobs from 1 to N and we say that the 
processing time of the kth operation of job 
i (i = 1 . . . . .  N) on machine j equals Piik. Each job is 
further characterized by its release date r~ and its 
due date di. 
A schedule S resulting from any scheduling algo- 
rithm specifies the starting time and completion 
time of all operations on all N jobs. Denote by c~(S) 
the completion time of job i under schedule S. We 
can then define the lateness L~(S) of job i under 
schedule S as follows: 
L i (S )=c i (S ) -d i  . (14) 
If Li(S) <~ 0 then job i is completed in time. If 
L~(S) > 0 then job i is late. Denote by L*(S) the 
maximum lateness under schedule S, defined by 
L*(S)= max [Li(S)]. (15) 
i -1  . . . . .  N 
We want to find the schedule which yields the 
minimum maximum lateness. This is the classical 
job shop scheduling problem with the maximum 
lateness criterion, with the additional feature that 
a job may visit a workstation more than once (on 
the other hand, not each job necessarily visits each 
workstation). Although clearly NP-complete, the 
SBM heuristically solves the problem with very 
satisfactory results. Below, we outline the basic 
algorithm and illustrate it with a simple example. 
The basis of the SBM is a decomposition proced- 
ure leading to a series of one machine scheduling 
problems. The decomposition procedure generates 
virtual release dates and due dates for the opera- 
tions to be scheduled in the one machine scheduling 
problems. The objective of each one machine 
scheduling problem is again to mininaize the max- 
imum lateness. These problems are optimally sol- 
ved by the algorithm of Carlier [15]. In addition, 
the so-called delayed precedence constraints may 
be generated by the decomposition procedure. 
Such a constraint specifies a precedence relation 
between two operations as well as the minimum 
time interval between the completion of the first 
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operation and the start of the second one. Delayed 
precedence constraints are needed, for instance, 
when two operations on one machine concern the 
same job. To solve optimally the one machine 
scheduling problem with delayed precedence con- 
straints, an extension of the algorithm of Carlier, 
developed by Balas et al. [16], is exploited. 
For the description of the SBM, we introduce 
some notation: 
6ijk = / 1 if the kth operation of job i is 
performed on machine j, 
(0 otherwise, 
Oik = the kth operation of job i 
rik = the virtual release date of operation Oik 
dig = the virtual due date of operation Oik 
Pig = the processing time of operation Oik 
~2 = the set of machines that have been 
scheduled 
M = the number of machines 
N = the number of jobs 
Ki = the number of operations of job i. 
The job shop scheduling algorithm is easily ex- 
plained by using a so-called isjunctive 9raph model. 
For any job shop scheduling problem as specified 
above, a corresponding disjunctive graph is con- 
structed as follows (see Fig. 1 for an example with 
three machines and three jobs). For every operation 
Oik, there is a node with weight Plk. For every two 
consecutive operations of the same job, there is 
a directed arc. For every two operations that re- 
quire the same machine, there is an undirected 
edge; we call these edges the machine edges. Thus, 
the arcs represent the job precedence constraints, 
and the edges represent the machine capacity con- 
straints. There are also two extra unweighted 
nodes, the source and the sink, which do not repres- 
ent an operation. From the source to the first op- 
eration of each job and from the last operation of 
each job to the sink there are directed arcs. The 
former are weighted by the release dates ri of the 
corresponding jobs. The latter are weighted by 
D -- di, where di is the due date of the correspond- 
ing job and D = maxU=ldl. These nodes and 
weighted edges are useful for performing the lon- 
gest path calculations, which will be introduced 
further on in this section. 
Finding a schedule now corresponds toorienting 
the initially undirected edges. The schedule is feas- 
ible if there are no cycles in the resulting graph. 
Finding the optimal schedule corresponds to find- 
ing the orientation of the initially undirected edges, 
such that the maximum lateness of any job is mini- 
mized. 
During each iteration longest path calculations 
are performed to determine the virtual release date 
and due date of each operation. The virtual release 
date of an operation is equal to the length of the 
longest weighted path from the source to the opera- 
tion. The virtual due date of an operation is equal 
to D minus the longest weighted path from the 
operation to the sink. 
Next, we present he SBM. 
l, Initialization f2 = 0 
2. Compute the virtual release dates and due dates oJ 
the operations. If this is the first time to compute 
the virtual release and due dates, then the re- 
quired longest path calculations implify to 
k--1 
rig = ri + ~ Pu (16) 
l= l  
and 
K~ 
dik = di - ~ pil. (17) 
l - k+ l  
If this is not the first time to compute the release 
and due dates, perform the longest path calcu- 
lations on the modified graph. 
3. Identify a bottleneck machine. For all machines 
j = 1 .... ,M  schedule all operations Oik for 
which /)ijk = 1 with the algorithm of Balas et al. 
[16]. These instances are specified by the virtual 
release dates rig and the virtual due dates dig, 
together with the processing times Pig. This re- 
sults in M schedules; one for each machine. Each 
schedule yields a minimum maximum lateness. 
Select the machine with the largest minimum 
maximum lateness as the bottleneck machine 
(where ties are broken arbitrarily). Retain the 
sequence of operations in the corresponding 
schedule (not the schedule). 
4. Add precedence constraints. Let machinej be the 
latest scheduled machine. Add precedence con- 
traints for all operations on machinej according 
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to the retained sequence. That is, fix the order of 
operations as found in the schedule. In the dis- 
junctive graph the edges linking operations on 
the bottleneck machine j are oriented according 
to the sequence found in step 3. 
5. Recompute the virtual release dates and due dates 
This can be done by performing the longest 
weighted path calculations for the modified 
graph. 
6. Reschedule the bottleneck machines if 101 > 1. 
Order the machines that have already been 
scheduled in decreasing order of maximum late- 
ness. For each of the scheduled machines do the 
following: 
(a) release the operations on the machine and 
disorient he corresponding edges. 
Table 1 
Routing and processing times for the example instance 
Ji K~ fill ~i2 #i3 Pil Pi2 Pi3 
Jl 3 M I M 3 M 2 4 7 6 
J2 3 M2 M1 M3 3 5 8 
J~ 3 M3 M2 M~ 2 6 7 
. 
(b) recompute the release and due dates of the 
just released operations and solve the one- 
machine scheduling problem on that ma- 
chine. 
(c) retain the new sequence and orient the edges 
accordingly. 
If at least one of the machines has been 
changed, repeat his step. If 1~21 < M, repeat his 
step at most three times. If 1~21 = M~ repeat his 
step until there are no changes in the schedule 
any more. and then stop the procedure. 
Stop criterion. If 1£21 < M, go to step 2. Other- 
wise the procedure is completed. 
The next example should clarify the SBM. 
Example 3.1. Consider a job shop with three ma- 
chines, M1, M2 and M3. Let there be three jobs al, 
-/2 and J3 with each three operations. The jobs have 
release date ri =0  (i = 1 . . . . .  3) and due date 
di = 18 (i = 1 .. . . .  3). For this example denote by 
ll~k the machine on which operation O~k has to be 
performed. The routings and processing times for 
the jobs are given in Table 1. Fig. 1 shows the 
initial disjunctive graph for this example. 
We perform the SBM: 
1. Initialization Q = 0 
4 7 6 
Fig. 1. Initial disjunctive graph. 
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First iteration: 
1. We find the following virtual release dates: 
Release dates Due dates 
chine edges are directed. The resulting raph is 
depicted in Fig. 2. 
4. By performing the longest path calculations we 
find the following virtual release and due dates: 
ril ri2 ri3 dil di2 di3 Release dates Due dates 
Jl 0 4 11 5 12 18 
J2 0 3 8 5 10 18 
J3 0 2 8 5 11 18 
2. Note that in this example no job visits a machine 
more than once. We can therefore apply 
Carlier's algorithm [-15] instead of its exten- 
sion by Balas et al. 1-16]. Applying Carlier's 
algorithm to the three resulting single machine 
problems yields a largest maximum lateness 
of 1 for machine 3 (combine Table 1 and the 
release and due dates above). Hence, f2 = {M3}. 
Retain the optimal sequence on M3: (O31 , O12, 
023). 
3. Precedence constraints are now added to ensure 
that the optimal sequence on M3 is maintained. 
In the disjunctive graph the corresponding ma- 
rll rl2 ri3 dil die di3 
J1 0 4 11 3 10 18 
J2 0 3 11 5 10 18 
J3 0 2 8 3 11 18 
5. [g21 = 1: do not perform step 6. 
6. If2[ < M = 3: go to step 1. 
Second iteration: 
2. Identify whether MI or M2 is the bottleneck 
machine. We find that M1 is the bottleneck ma- 
chine with Zma x = 1 and with (Oll, 022, 033) as 
the optimal sequence. Update f2 = {MI, M3}. 
Orient the edges accordingly. We get the dis- 
junctive graph depicted in Fig. 3. 
4 7 6 
Fig. 2. Disjunctive graph after step 3. 
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4 7 6 
Fig. 3. Disjunctive graph after sequencing M ~ and M 3. 
3. Recomputing the virtual release and due dates 
results in: 
Release dates Due dates 
ril ri2 ri3 dil di2 di3 
J l  0 4 11 3 10 18 
J2 0 4 11 5 10 18 
J3 0 2 9 3 11 18 
4. Since If2] = 2, we reschedule both machines 
M1 and M2. We find that rescheduling gives the 
same sequence in both cases, so no adjustment is 
required. 
Third iteration: 
3. Schedule M2. The optimal sequence is (O21 , 032 , 
O13). 
4. Orienting the edges gives the graph depicted in 
Fig. 4. 
5. lfwe recompute the virtual release and due dates 
we find no change. The algorithm is therefore 
terminated. (The reader may easily verify that 
the final schedule is optimal.) 
The above outlined scheduling procedure has 
been extended by Schutten et al. [17] and Meester 
and Zijm [18, 19] to deal with multiple resources, 
parallel machines at several stages and part-type- 
dependent setup times. Also transportation times 
and unequal availability times can be handled. 
A special case of the latter feature occurs when each 
machine m is available only from some time t,, on- 
wards (where t,.~ may be positive for some machines 
m). It can be shown that the SBM proceeds 
in almost the same way, with equally good results, 
in such a situation. This feature will be used 
when developing a rolling horizon capacity plan- 
ning procedure. That will be the topic of the next 
section. 
4. Capacity planning using aggregate scheduling 
In this section we describe a capacity planning 
tool that uses aggregate scheduling. This tool basi- 
cally sets due dates of jobs arriving at a parts 
manufacturing job shop. To set the due date of an 
arriving job, we determine the earliest possible 
completion time of that job, which does not cause 
any other already present job to be late. A due date, 
once assigned to a job, cannot be modified. 
The term "aggregate scheduling" relates to the 
fact that the job shop configuration considered in 
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Fig. 4. Disjunctive graph for the solution of the example. Note that all machine dges have been directed. 
the preceding two sections usually represents 
a highly simplified and aggregate picture of a more 
realistic machine shop. For instance, in one indus- 
trial case that we have studied, the machine shop 
consisted of a flexible manufacturing cell (consist- 
ing of three identical workstations with an integ- 
rated pallet pool and a centralized tool store), some 
stand-alone CNC machining centers with addi- 
tional tooling and fixturing constraints, a workcell 
consisting of several identical lathes with part- 
family-dependent setup times, a workcell consisting 
of identical conventional drilling machines, etc. (cf. 
Ref. [20]). In addition, the presence of some 
specially skilled operators hould be taken into 
account when developing a final shopfloor sched- 
ule. All the additional constraints, referring to 
cutting tool, fixture or operator availability, are 
usually not considered at the capacity planning 
level. Also setup times are added to the processing 
time of a batch while M parallel machines are 
replaced by one machine with a capacity which is 
M times as large. Only machine capacity is con- 
sidered. 
Now consider the due date assignment problem. 
Let, at some point in time t, a new job i of part type 
h arrive at the shop. The key question is: Given the 
current work load, when can this job be delivered? 
or equivalently: Given the current work load, what 
should the planned lead time and thus the due 
date of the job be? For the moment we assume 
that the customer cannot  negotiate a particular 
short lead time. Furthermore, neither working in 
overtime nor subcontracting is possible. All these 
assumptions will be relaxed at the end of this 
section. 
In order to answer the above questions we apply 
a scheduling procedure taking into account all 
work orders previously accepted by the system 
which are not yet finished. Not all these jobs have 
necessarily been released to the shop already, but 
we assume that their release dates are known; for 
example, when their required materials arrive. Sup- 
pose that a due date has been assigned to each job 
present in the system, such that all present jobs can 
be finished in time. The following procedure then 
determines the planned lead time with release and 
due dates for job i. We will use the quantities 
defined in the previous ections. 
The procedure is formally described as follows: 
1. Specify a release date rl ~> t for a job i (arriving at 
time t), based on e.g. material availability (but 
not on workload considerations). Furthermore, 
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as an initial proposal, assign to job i the follow- 
ing provisional due date (see (8)): 
di = r i  + ET the. 
2. Apply the SBM to all jobs present in the system 
(including job i), with the following modifica- 
tions of the job and machine data: 
(a) For all jobs that are operated at some ma- 
chine at time t, delete all operations that 
have started before t (including the opera- 
tions that are still running at time t). 
(b) For each machine that has started an opera- 
lion before time t which will be completed at 
some time t + s,, (with s,, > 0), increase its 
availability time to t + s,,. 
(c) Reset the release dates of the (new) starting 
operations of all jobs. 
3. If the planning procedure yields a positive late- 
ness L* > 0, increase the provisional due date 
and go to step 2. If L*< 0 or L*= 0 > L~, 
decrease the provisional due date and go to step 
2. If L* = L~ = 0, stop. In the last case we have 
found the smal lest date d~ at which job i can be 
completed without causing any other job to be 
completed too late. 
Note that by applying the above procedure we 
end with a situation in which all jobs can be finish- 
ed before or upon their due date. For this it is 
essential to apply a scheduling technique with the 
maximum lateness as a performance measure. Other 
performance measures such as the makespan or the 
average lateness cannot guarantee all jobs to be 
completed in time. A number of remarks regarding 
the above capacity planning procedure are in place: 
• The essential difference between the capacity 
planning procedure given above and a classical 
"bucket filling" capacity planning procedures is 
that routing constraints are taken into account. 
In particular, if a machine typically at the begin- 
ning or at the end of the routings of many jobs is 
overloaded, this is clearly indicated by the above 
procedure. Classical bucket filling procedures 
fail to signal such occurrences because they, 
"'smooth" required capacity over the length of 
some planning period (a day or a week), ignoring 
precedence relations. 
• The reader may verify that, if the first check of the 
provisional due date based on ET ~h~ results in 
a positive lateness Li while in addition all other 
jobs already present in the system at time t can be 
finished in time according to the derived sched- 
ule, then the delinit ive due date of job i should be 
set equal to ri + ETh + L*, and the remaining 
part of the procedure can be skipped. If some 
other jobs are also late, then ri + [ETj, + L* is 
a lower bound for job i's due date. 
• Step 3 of the above capacity planning procedure 
can be implemented by a bisection procedure. 
This requires an initial lower bound and an initial 
upper bound for the due date of job i. The initial 
lower bound is given by the sum of job i's release 
date ri and the total of all processing times for job 
i. The initial upper bound is obtained by adding 
job i to the back of the current schedule (without 
job i). That is, on each machine job i is scheduled 
after the jobs that were scheduled earlier. The 
upper bound for the due date of job i is given by 
the completion time of the last operation of job 
i in the resulting schedule. In the procedure, if 
a positive L* is found, the next provisional due 
date for job i is then equal to the mean of the 
current provisional due date and the upper 
bound, while the lower bound is reset to the 
current provisional due date. If a negative L* is 
found the next provisional due date for job i is 
chosen equal to the mean of the lower bound and 
the current provisional due date. 
• The mean lead times presented in Section 2 are 
not necessary to start the procedure. Any value 
would do. 
• The procedure presented in Section 3 is easily 
adapted by including a fixed delay between each 
two consecutive operations of a job (cf. Ref. [19]}. 
Such a delay may cover a transport time but may 
also serve to absorb small disturbances during 
some operation without influencing the succeed- 
ing operations of the same job. The fixed delays 
could then provide some robustness against 
small deviations of e.g. planned processing 
times. 
• The capacity planning procedure described 
above is easily adjusted when one allows some 
jobs to be completed after their due dates. Also, 
a fixed slack per job or per operation is easily 
incorporated to provide some flexibility in ac- 
cepting rush orders. 
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• If the resulting planned lead times are becoming 
too large (e.g. when a temporary overload oc- 
curs), the procedure can be used to examine the 
consequences of overtime work on some bottle- 
neck machines (where a bottleneck machine is 
defined as the machine causing the largest late- 
ness). As mentioned earlier, the scheduling 
procedure works well under unequal machine 
availability conditions [19]. Obviously, the ef- 
fects of shifting work to subcontractors can be 
evaluated by the same procedure, by skipping 
some jobs or operations. 
The ultimate result of the capacity planning pro- 
cedure can of course only be examined after the 
determination f the detailed shop floor schedules 
at a short term, taking into account all the addi- 
tional resources mentioned earlier. Indeed, we as- 
sume that the limited availability of cutting tools, 
fixtures, transports means and operators have only 
minor influence. If this does not hold for any par- 
ticular esource, it should be taken into account at 
the capacity planning level already. Since the 
scheduling procedure described in Section 3 can be 
extended to incorporate multiple simultaneous 
constraints [19] this presents no essential diffi- 
culties. 
The above procedure has been explained for 
a job shop configuration. Typical examples are 
parts manufacturing shops in metal working indus- 
tries. The procedure can be extended to cover the 
assembly phase too, even though the structure of an 
assembly department is often more flow line than 
job shop oriented. The principal condition is that 
the assembly phase should fit in the decomposition 
procedure. For this assembly phase special schedul- 
ing algorithms have to be developed. In passing we 
note that the shifting bottleneck algorithm can be 
extended to fit convergent product structures (as- 
sembly of components in a single end item). Hence, 
the procedure can be extended to fit all fabrication 
and assembly stages corresponding to the levels of 
a Bill of Materials. 
5. Numerical experiments 
In this section we compare the capacity planning 
procedure outlined above (to be referred to as 
AS = Aggregate Scheduling) with some alternative 
methods to determine the due dates of arriving 
orders. 
We have performed experiments on job shops in 
which each job class has a fixed routing and each 
workstation has only one machine. We have con- 
sidered four due date setting policies: 
1. MRP type due date setting (FL): 
de = ri + ~:Th + 1.61 var(Th), 
where ~Th is the expected lead time of part type 
h if we model the job shop as a network of M]G]I 
nodes. Expressions for ~Th and var(Th) have 
been presented in Section 2. This policy assigns 
a fixed planned lead time, only based on job 
characteristics. Note that 1.61 is the 95%-confi- 
dence bound for the standard normal distribu- 
tion. 
2. Work-load-dependent due date setting (LL): 
d i = r i 4- ~-Th + max(real(WORe) - [E(WORi),0), 
where WORe is the amount of work in the shop 
that has to be processed on work stations on the 
routing of job i. The term E(WORe) is the ex- 
pected value of WORi .  This expectation is the 
sum of the terms EVj in Eq. (13) that apply to the 
machines on job i's routing. The term real 
(WORi) is the amount of work found on the 
routing of job i at its release date. 
3. Due date setting based on aggregate scheduling 
(AS): see Section 4. 
4. Work load control (WC): This policy uses the 
same due date assignment aspolicy 2, but differs 
because it applies another dispatching policy. 
An arriving job is released to the shop only if the 
current work load is below a predetermined 
value. A job that cannot be released to the shop 
is kept in a backlog (or dispatch area). At every 
job arrival it is checked if any job in the backlog 
can be released to the shop. The due date of the 
job is assigned at its arrival time. 
To investigate he results of the four procedures 
FL, LL, WC and AS, various configurations have 
been studied. For each configuration jobs of vari- 
ous part types were generated according to a 
Poisson process (with type-dependent parameter). 
Below, we discuss in detail the results of one 
example with 7 part types and 6 machines. The 
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maximum number of operations per part equals 4, 
lot sizes are all equal to 1. The data of this config- 
uration are presented in Table 2 . In this table 
a routing is presented as a sequence of tuples of 
machine numbers and processing times. Note that 
the average work loads of the machines vary signifi- 
cantly; we find Pl = 0.8, P2 = 0.6, t33 = 0.5, 
pa = 0.6, P5 = 0.5 and P6 = 0.9. 
First we generate jobs for each part type until the 
shop is in steady state and next we investigate the 
results obtained by the four planning procedures 
outlined above for a sequence of 3500 jobs (hence 
approximately 500 jobs of each part type). Table 3 
shows the resulting averages of the planned lead 
times under each of the four policies. 
Note that although WC and EL set planned lead 
times by the same method, WC nevertheless results 
in longer planned lead times, because the amount of 
work in the shop is usually higher. Also note that 
the variation in the planned lead times for the 
various parts are much larger under FL, LL and 
WC than under AS (in particular jobs 5, 6 and 7 
have to be processed by the bottleneck machine 6). 
Table 2 
The data of the test configuration 
The AS procedure tends to smooth lhese differ- 
ences (it does not use ~Th). Finally, the AS 
procedure leads to smaller planned lead times on 
average. 
Table 4 shows the standard eviation of the late- 
ness under the four policies. This table clearly 
shows the advantage of working with an approach 
that is based on aggregate scheduling. The due dates 
are very well predicted under the AS procedure. 
Table 5 shows overall results. 
The superb results of the AS policy with respect 
to the maximum lateness are not surprising; the 
capacity planning procedure based on aggregate 
scheduling is designed to yield a maximum lateness 
equal to zero. However, note that also the realized 
average lead time is lower under the AS policy than 
under any other tested policy. 
It is important to realize that the due dates set by 
the AS policy are always met, regardless the jobs 
that arrive later. For instance, a similar due date 
setting policy procedure would not work if the jobs 
were served according to a FCFS discipline since 
then indeed operations can be delayed due to op- 
erations of jobs that have arrived later but are 
released to a machine arlier (as is possible in a job 
shop configurationl. 
Part type Arrival rate NOP Routing 
1 0.10 3 (1,3)-(2,4)-(32) 
2 0.10 2 (4,5)-(3,1) 
3 0.10 3 (5,3)-(2,11-(3,1) 
4 0.10 4 (5,1)-(1,1)-(2,1)-(3,1) 
5 0.10 2 (5,1)-(6,1) 
6 0.10 2 (1,2)-(6,1) 
7 0.10 3 (1,2t-(4,1)-(6,7) 
Table 3 
Planned lead times 
Part type PLT-FL PLT-LL PLT-WC PLT-AS 
Table 4 
The standard eviation of the lateness 
Part type SDL-FL SDL-LL SDL-WC St)L-AS 
1 2 3 9 3 
~ 3 6 
3 1 2 9 1 
4 3 3 14 4 
5 21 22 I I  4 
6 20 21 12 5 
7 22 21 13 3 
1 26 16 25 13 
2 17 10 17 14 
3 15 9 19 13 
4 24 14 27 14 
5 74 36 39 19 
6 78 40 43 17 
7 90 50 57 29 
Table 5 
Overall results 
Quantity FL LL WC AS 
Maximum lateness 26 14 29 0 
Average lateness -- 27 - 6 - 9 - I 
Standard ev. lateness 23 8 12 3 
Average shop time 19 19 23 16 
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One may wonder why under the AS policy a pos- 
itive standard eviation appears. Why are not all 
jobs finished exactly on their due date? The ex- 
planation follows from the fact that the Shifting 
Bottleneck Method is a heuristic method, not ne- 
cessarily always leading to an optimal result. 
A careful analysis of the procedure shows indeed 
that the overall lateness can be decreased some- 
times due to an interference with some later arrived 
job. We will not treat this analysis here; the current 
results of the CP procedure are more than satisfac- 
tory and serve the main purpose: to define reliable 
planned lead times and to 9uarantee that once set due 
dates are met. 
A large number of job shop configurations have 
been studied in the same way as shown above. In all 
cases the results bear similar characteristics as 
those shown above and are therefore not discussed 
any further. The due dates set at the capacity plann- 
ing level serve as an input for a final shop floor 
scheduling procedure which treats capacities in 
much more detail. The final scheduling procedure 
should take into account operator and cutting tool 
availability constraints, batching with respect to 
family structures and the like. A hybrid shop floor 
scheduling system which can deal with these con- 
straints is discussed in Ref. [19]; see also Ref. [18, 
17, 21]. The basis for this scheduling system is 
again formed by the Shifting Bottleneck decompo- 
sition approach. 
6. Conclusions and a preview on future research 
In this paper we have pointed to a number of 
major drawbacks of existing manufacturing plann- 
ing and control systems. In particular, the separ- 
ation between lead time and capacity management 
is not justified, since lead times are directly related 
to actual machine utilization rates. Therefore, an 
alternative capacity planning and lead time man- 
agement system has been proposed, which explicit- 
ly considers work-load-dependent lead times. This 
approach starts with the mean lead times deter- 
mined by a rough queueing analysis and next 
exploits an aggregate scheduling procedure to cal- 
culate work-load-dependent planned lead times. 
The release and due dates determined at the capa- 
city planning level provide inputs for the detailed 
shopfloor scheduling, taking into account addi- 
tional (multiple) resources as well as setup charac- 
teristics, job clustering and job splitting effects. 
Future research will be directed to capacity 
planning procedures for convergent and divergent 
product structures. Some preliminary experiments 
have indicated that the decomposition procedure 
described in Section 3 performs well in product 
structures covering both assemblies and compon- 
ent commonality. Finally, the relationships with 
the process planning in a make-to-order company 
will be investigated. In particular, the use of alter- 
native process plans to reach a more balanced shop 
may provide a useful tool to facilitate capacity 
planning. 
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